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and show them the city from their point of view. 
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Challange 
Mexico city is the largest city in North 

America. It’s big, chaotic, fast, and has

a dangerous reputation. 

Visitors that come to Mexico, usually avoid 

it or stay just for a couple of short days. 

They go only for the main attractions

and don’t try to explore beyond that.  
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Name
Chill&go came from the main goal of our brand. 

We try to make people feel more relaxed and comfortable about traveling in Mexico City.

As we are a young and trendy brand we needed a proper name.

The name also came from the word “chilango”.Chilango means a person that born & raised in 

Mexico city. Like our guides & the people you will meet on the tour.
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The colors of the brand were influenced from 

the colors of the city. As the whole business 

focus is around Mexico City, we decided to 
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Zen Maru Gothic
Zen Maru Gothic is a rounded san serif family that gives a soft and natural 

impression due to the deep rounds in the corners. 

Because of this unique soft impression the thin weight is also easy to use in 

any scenes. Cute and fashionable, soft and easy for any communictaions. 
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Visual Elements                                                                       
To comunicate a chill, friendly & easy vibe we created simple, minimal brand graphics.

The goal is to make customers feel comfortable & calm about traveling the city with us. 

We took inspiration from the daily sights in Mexico City you can encounter in your travels,

and combined it with our chill&go Characteristics.
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Meet UpMeet Up

Walk Around Walk Around 

Bellas ArtesBellas Artes

Chill flow wavesChill flow waves Tour walk Tour walk 

Happy location signsHappy location signs

StickersStickers

TeotihuacanTeotihuacan MarketMarket Street FoodStreet Food

TreeTree MariachiMariachiSunglassesSunglassesMapMap

CoffeeCoffee MezcalMezcal ChiliChili TacoTaco
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WELCOMEWELCOME
new to the city?

lets explore!



Mexico City is the largest city 
in North America and the 
largest Spanish speaking city 
in the world. 

1,485 km2 in size & almost 
23 million people living there 
Mexico city is the 5th 
largest city in the world.

Hola!





Lets
explore 
together

We are your local friend in the city 
If you finished your museum & cathedral tours... 
come join us and lets have some fun ! 
Our tours are a bit different though...
We go to drink mezcal, explore markets,
dance classes,chill in the parks, drink coffee, 
eat some tacos, socialize, play games.
You know...What friends do.





Guerreo neighbourhood

Traditional Machetes (come hungry!)
Panteon de san Fernando
Salon Los Angeles 400 pesos

Drink & Dance In Garibaldi !

Salon dance session 
Bar hopping
Mariachi 500 pesos

Teotihuacan mystical tour 

Undiscovered mystery of the pyramids
Gods & demons history 
Anthropologist guide ! 800 pesos

If you finished your museums & cathedrals tours... 
come join us & Let’s have some fun ! 
Our tours are a bit different though...

Every tour starts 
with a 10 minute 

coffee break.
we LOVE coffee

Coffee
Come hungry

Tacos

We love to go to 
the city parks, its 
a perfect place to 

chill and get to 
know each other 

Parks
We are super chill...
no “question time” 
or specific rules, 

just come and hang 
out with us, we will 
show you around

Chill

Be ready for random 
mezcal shots 

Mezcal

We’ll show you 
our places where 
locals go to and 

hang out

Secrets

Lets explore!Lets explore!
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We love coffee!
Chill &
DRINK

COFFEE

Every tour starts with a good cup of coffee. 
If you are a big coffee fan like us, 
you are in for a treat ! 
we will show you the best coffee shops in the city. 





Chill & 
RECYCLE

por favor

Keep the 
city clean!
Mexico City started fighting single-use 
plastic bags in 2020. We implemented a 
change in our waste management law, and 
now single-use plastic bags are banned.







La merced &
Sonora market
we are going for a market adventure! Come hungry!
we are going to enjoy CDMX special street food, local 
candy and drinks.We will explore the markets and 
indulge into local culture. 



Garibaldi 
Drink&Dance
Join us for a musical evening!
We will go to Garibaldi when you can 
see the local Mariachi, go for a hot 
salsa session in the local salon, and 
drink mezcal in the local bars.





Salud!
Enjoy your tour   











Thank you
for joining 


